CINCE WORLD WAR II, and especially during the past two decades, historians of United States slavery have begun to examine the role of blacks within the slave environment. Scholars previously concentrated upon whites and concerned themselves with such questions as the profitability of the institution, the hegemony of the white South, the role that slavery played in the conflict between the North and the South, and the careers and attitudes of white abolitionists. But during the past twenty years, as societal conflicts and the civil rights movement became increasingly prominent, the focus of concern broadened. Researchers have been inspired to investigate the actions and reactions of slaves. The current generation of historians recognizes that blacks, as well as whites, significantly contributed to slave culture and they are now subjecting slaves and slave society to extensive analysis.1 Two decades ago, Stanley Elkins published Slavery: A Problem in American Institutional and Intellectual Life, a contribution to the study of slavery that heralded a new era in the slavery debate. Elkins introduced ideas concerning blacks that have been criticized extensively and refined. One of the most influential of Elkins' beliefs was that under the conditions of North American slavery, slaves were effectively stripped of an active personality, and that they passively endured the rigors of their status -that is, slaves fulfilled the stereotyped Sambo image of docile beings acting only under orders from their masters.2 Historians intent upon revising Elkins' conclusion, for a number of motives, have indicated that slaves not only retained personality initiative, but that they were able to endure the vicissitudes of slavery pre- 
slave marriages should demonstrate some characteristics which shaped slaves' cultural environment. Although most marriages are preceded by some type of courtship, limited leisure time inhibited slaves' ability to court. Additionally, one of the primary requisites of courtship, places where members of both sexes can assemble, was also scarce for slaves. Many couples met on their plantations, but others were introduced wherever they were allowed to congregate. Frequently, slave matches evolved from encounters at "frolics," Saturday evening social gatherings that celebrated the conclusion of a week's labor, or at cornshuckings, church services, and baptisms.6 A slave minority, particularly in Georgia, was compelled to adhere to rigorous courtship strictures. These limitations, imposed by slaves, included waiting until the slaves attained a certain age before they were allowed to court, and being chaperoned by the female's parents.7 Such practices are explicit reflections of the shaping of community values.
Marriages usually involved some type of wedding ceremony. One of the most common practices consisted of the master asking the couple to jump over a broomstick, then pronouncing them husband and wife.8 Another frequent, although more formal, rite was a service conducted by a black preacher.9 In rare instances, a white minister would be requested to preside at a wedding.10 Many owners used slave marriages as an excuse to entertain, or to be entertained by, their chattel. These owners complemented the wedding ritual with post-ceremony festivities." Despite numerous weddings, many owners dispensed with ceremony and simply permitted agreeable couples to live together.12 Although many masters displayed a lack of concern toward marriages, slaves were quite conscious of courtship rites and very much concerned with sanctifying marriages through ceremonies.
Whether a slave couple participated in a marriage ceremony legitimized by whites was not as significant as the consequences of their union. Slave testimonies indicate that a permanent commitment bound many couples. One indication of this allegiance was the fidelity that spouses demonstrated for one another in the midst of adverse conditions. Frequently, couples who resided on different plantations, as well as those 6 A majority of slaves enjoyed meaningful, lasting relationships with members of the opposite sex, but a minority placed less value on the marriage agreement. Some slaves abstained from sexual relations rather than capitulating to the ignominy of being unfaithful to their spouses. Others, as one might expect, were not as loyal and engaged in adulterous affairs while remaining with their spouses.38 More admirable were those slaves who were unable to reconcile themselves to celibacy, or lonesomeness, and who remarried following involuntary separation from their former mates.39
Many observers of slavery believed that slave marriages were shortlived because slaves casually viewed such liaisons. This belief was based upon the assumption that slaves had many insignificant premarital affairs.40 The slave testimony clearly indicates that many slaves pursued pre-marital sexual relationships, and records of abundant illegitimate births substantiate the narratives.4' Yet to conclude that slaves regarded marriages casually because they participated in prenuptial sexual intercourse may be inaccurate. Pre-marital sex is not necessarily synonomous with promiscuity; slaves who engaged in pre-marital sex may have had only one partner, and such affairs might have been preludes to marriage. Furthermore, the prevalence of pre-marital sexual involvement indicates that most slaves sanctioned such activities without allowing previous sexual experiences to affect their marital relationships.42 Slaves' atti-tudes towards pre-marital sex is a clear manifestation of a developed set of community values.
Pre-marital sexual involvement may have been stimulated by the general lust directed toward slave women. In many instances, a white man competed with a black one for a slave girl's favors. Due to the nature of the system the white man was usually able to dominate such rivalries. If for some reason he failed to do so, the slave girl was often punished.43 In more equal contests, when two black males vied for a woman's affection, one of them often attempted to subdue his antagonist with the aid of a conjurer.44 Perhaps the most extreme rivalry occurred in those instances when two whites both desired intimacy with the same slave girl.45
Situations where two whites competed to attract a particular slave woman may have been rare, but the miscegenation that it involved was not uncommon. Abundant slave testimony demonstrates the prevalence of interracial sexual contact.46 Many white males willingly engaged in illicit interracial relationships. Few of these men were capable of admitting that a black woman could be a satisfactory wife. One Missouri man exemplified this attitude when he discovered that his wife was black and he abandoned her in order to avoid the ostracism of white society.47 Many black women who associated with white men were also engaged in affairs with members of their own race, since they bore both black and mulatto children.48 Some white men desired more fulfilling relationships than they received from casual encounters with slave women. Such men preferred concubines, stimulating the extremely high prices that the most alluring slave women attracted.49
Since slave women would have had a difficult time attempting to repel their master's advances, they were frequently subjected to sexual exploitation.50 Those women who desired to resist their master's entreaties could inform on the man's activities to his undoubtedly unsympathetic wife, run away or simply refuse to surrender themselves.51 PHYLON Many women complied with unwanted advances, since they realized that slaves who persistently denied their master's overtures were likely to be beaten or sold to a crueler master.52
Interracial sexual activities often outraged or hurt white women, who were angered by the moral laxity of their husbands, fathers, sons, or brothers. A direct result of white women's anger could be severe treatment or sale of the unfortunate black women and her mulatto offspring.53 If a white woman could not tolerate her husband's philandering, then she could sue for divorce.54
Although many people associate miscegenation with white men and black women, there were encounters between black men and white women.55 Contrary to common lore, very few of these affairs involved rape.56 In no cases did slaves mention homosexual assaults.
The most obvious consequence of miscegenation was mulatto children. The slave testimony demonstrates that most mulattoes were fathered by plantation personages, such as a master, an owner's sons, an overseer, and a driver.57 Many other mixed-blooded children, particularly in the Lower South, resulted from Indian-slave unions.58 The offspring of mixed parents were not always welcomed by their fellow slaves, and in many cases a black-mulatto antagonism developed.59 Such rivalry demonstrates an instance of community development among both blacks and mulattoes. One source of this antagonism may have been the attempts, both successful and futile, of white parents of mulattoes to manumit their offspring or accord them more tolerant treatment.60
Slaveowners who attempted to emancipate their slave offspring apparently acted contrary to their role as promoters of slave breeding.61 Many slaveowners actively encouraged, and frequently compelled, their slaves to participate in a particular match for the purpose of bearing offspring. In an extreme but not solitary case, a master brought two slaves together and commanded them to engage in intercourse in his presence. Following that act, the two were considered married. Since they were fortunate enough to produce large, healthy babies, their master did not again interfere with their sexual activities.62 Sometimes slaveowners selected, or purchased, healthy young men and employed them as studs.63 The same practice applied to women who were known as breeders.64 The value of these individuals was demonstrated by the extremely high prices they commanded from slave traders and auction bidders.65 Masters frequently rewarded particularly fertile women with greater indulgence and a lighter workload than they normally would have received.66 Slaveowners' desire for increasing their property through propagation caused them to be extremely dissatisfied with barren women. When a master suspected that a particular woman was sterile, she was frequently sold, or separated from her mate.67 Sometimes slaveowners who were discontented with their women's birthrate would practice miscegenation solely to produce more slave children. 68 Two masters who thought that an especially healthy brood might be expected from an interplantation match sometimes mated such a pair.69 Unfortunately, in only one such occurrence did the ex-slaves who related these actions explain which master owned the children. In this case, two owners who could afford only one slave apiece purchased a couple and shared their offspring.70 Since most children lived with their mothers, the resolution to this dilemma that interplantation mating must have advanced would be an interesting addition to our knowledge of slave breeding.
Sexual activity was a constant concern of both the slaves and the masters. The emphasis placed upon sexual relationships indicates that they formed an integral aspect of a slave's existence, but slaves' sexual activities cannot be regarded without discussing the role of the masters. The interactions involved in sexual relationships reflect one of the central and most dramatic facts about slavery: whatever a slave did affected the master and whatever a master did affected the slave. If such reciprocal effects were not always apparent, then they may have PHYLON been obscured because the psychical processes that were involved could not have been as easily discerned as physical exchanges.
Slaves could not completely control their sexual activities any more than they could completely control any other phase of their existence. Although masters were often able to compel submission and breeding, blacks still managed to develop shared community values concerning their sexual relationships. Although blacks were rather free in their premarital sexual activities compared to whites, slaves did adhere to clear codes of behavior. The slave testimonies indicate that frequently there were standard procedures to be followed regarding courtship. Furthermore, the slave writings convincingly demonstrate that families occupied a position of central importance for slave life. Blacks were concerned with marriage despite restrictions against the institution. Slaves considered fidelity and caring for their loved ones a virtue. Perhaps the most telling observation that may be noted is that slaves continued to develop love for one another despite the circumscribed conditions imposed by slavery. Blacks frequently exposed themselves to grave danger in order to remain with their spouses, children and relatives. The slave testimony eloquently attests to the efforts blacks underwent to maintain a home and a family.
If a community is a group of people who develop a shared set of values, then slaves certainly evolved community practices pertaining to their sexual relationships. Although the environment of slavery was not conducive to strengthening traditional family ties, blacks were insistent upon forming familial relationships. Slaves may not have conducted themselves according to white standards of behavior, but their statements eloquently express a code of behavior to which they adhered. Most slaves emphasized family relationships which formed an integral aspect of their existence. This family pride reflects the strong sense of community which slaves developed. Although other aspects of community development may or may not have occurred, slaves clearly formed community values to guide sexual relationships.
